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Wearable Camera System
Consisting of three cameras , two mounted on the left and right
wrists to capture hands (referred to as HandCam) and one
mounted on the head or chest (referred to as EgoCam).
Advantages about HandCam:
(1) It avoids the need to detect
hands and manipulation regions.
(2) It observes the activities of
hands almost all the time.
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Indoor 3D reconstruction
To understand our dataset, we use the EgoCam to localize 6DoF
camera poses. The localization results is overlaid on the 3D model
of the scene constructed by a RGB-D camera. We visualize the
camera trajectory from green (early in time) to red (late in time)
dots. The good localization results suggest that EgoCam contain
useful place information to help recognizing hand states.

Reconstruction from RGB-D camera. Visualize the user’s trajectory. 

Goal
Using our system, we want to recognize user’s hand states
including free vs. active (i.e., hands holding objects or not), object
categories, and hand gestures.
We evaluate our system under two settings:
(1) AllScene. Training and testing data share the same scenes. 
(2) Home. Test on a home scene, but trained in other scenes. 
In total, we have collected data in three scenes: a large home, a
medium-size lab, and a small office.
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Hand vs. Egocentric

Here are some example images in our dataset.
[a, b] are the activities requiring hand-eye coordination. [a] is a
standard example. [b] shows the rare case where HandCam is
occluded. [c, d] shows the typical examples of missed hands in
EgoCam but observed hands in HandCam.

Egocentric view (top row) vs. Hand view (bottom row)
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Model
The basic model is a 6-layer AlexNet, which used to recognize the
hand-view or ego-view independently.
Next, we would like to combine HandCam with EgoCam to do
even better. Intuitively, EgoCam should be complementary to
HandCam in some ways.

Frame-based unary score .
The classifier generates a confidence for state in frame.
For example, = specifies the confidence that the

frame contains a hand manipulating a notebook.

Concatenate the output features of fc6.
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Experiment Result
Quantitative.
HandCam’s performance is better than EgoCam in all setting. And
Two-Streams model is better either HandCam or EgoCam.

Qualitative.
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Daily Life Dataset
We define a number of tasks, including 24
objects categories and 13 gestures, for
users to follow. We asked 11 users to do
these tasks by randomly selects a task-order.
The dataset collected a new synchronized
HandCam and EgoCam dataset with 20
videos captured in three scenes.
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Change Detection 
Since frame-based state recognition inevitably will contain spurious
error predictions, we propose to detect possible state changes by
training a frame-base binary state change classifier.
We propose the feature , which measures semantic changes.

where is the same deep feature used for state classifier.
Then we define a binary score function to calculate the score of
switching state. Finally, we combine frame-based unary score with
detected change candidates,

is the score as a function of a set of states .


